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Abstract: Students’ activity in educational activities depends on their interest in learning. Students’ interest in the subject is associated with an understanding of its significance for the future profession. To interest a student in a subject under study is a rather complicated process. For the interconnected activities of the teacher and student, it is necessary to use various teaching methods. Training is a focused pedagogical process that has been designed in advance. The learning process is associated with movement, that is, from the solution of one set educational task, a transition to another occurs, thereby promoting the student along the path of knowledge: the transition from ignorance to knowledge, from incomplete knowledge to a more complete and accurate one. Cognitive interest plays an important role in the student’s activity, emotionally colors all his educational activities. The intensification of educational and cognitive activities of students is aimed at obtaining strong and stable knowledge. To highly motivate the student to gain knowledge, he must have a well-formed image of his future profession. An indicator of the student’s relationship with the subject of his activity is activity. Activation of educational and cognitive activities of students remains the main problem in the educational process. Educational and cognitive activity of students implies the development of independence and creative activity in the learning process. The activity of students implies the
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awareness of the fulfillment of educational tasks, the systematic nature of training, the desire to increase the level of knowledge and others [1].
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Introduction

Human activity always has a direction and purpose. Activity is a single system of actions that are motivated by a motive. The activity of human activity generates cognitive interest. Cognitive activity of a person is a process of interaction of external and internal factors. A student cannot influence external factors - communication, encouragement, teaching style, teaching methods, but they can affect his cognitive activity. The student is able to exert a volitional influence on the formation of internal factors - interest, self-control, self-esteem, independence, thinking, determination.

Cognitive activity of a person is a conscious activity aimed at the acquisition of information, the formation of knowledge and experience. A student in the process of cognitive activity performs the following actions: listens to lectures, works with a textbook, solves problems, etc. Each of these actions has a positive effect on the processes of thinking, imagination, memory, attention, which are necessary in the educational process. Among all cognitive processes, the leading one is thinking. Thinking accompanies all other cognitive processes and determines their character and quality. Particular attention is paid by the teacher to the use of methods and techniques that require active mental activity - to see the problem, simulate the situation, be able to conduct dialogue, discussion.

The system of work of the teacher to enhance the educational activities of students must be built taking into account the gradual and purposeful achievement of the desired goal - the development of cognitive and practical abilities of students.

Methods.

An important way to improve the quality of student learning is to generate interest in learning. For the development of cognitive interest in the studied material, subject, the
methodology of teaching this material is of great importance.

Teaching methods is a system of sequential interconnected actions of a teacher and students, ensuring the assimilation of explained material. The teaching methods distinguish techniques - elements of the method, individual steps in the implementation of the methods.

Active cognitive activity must be organized from the very beginning of the lesson, since the further continuation of the lesson depends on the initial organization, on the ability to control the attention of students. The most effective method of activating the educational and cognitive activity of students is the non-traditional beginning of the lesson - attracting the attention of students (quote from fiction, proverb, epigraph, video clip, rebus, riddle, folk signs, etc.).

A lecture is a leading form of the educational process. In this case, it is possible to achieve the activation of students, if throughout the lecture in any way independent intensive work of each student is ensured. One of the effective methods is considered to be a control test of the knowledge of all students at the end of the lecture [2].

Reception “echo” - clarification of information. Important points of the lecture the teacher asks students to repeat his statements in arbitrary form with a few phrases. This method will help the teacher make a conclusion, as far as his students understand, and also focus on the most important points of the lecture material.

Inspection of the material can also be used to activate students. In this case, the compendium is a written text, stimulates the student to attentive listening. Students must have a sound writing skills. The use of this method is important in case of problems with the educational literature.

Reception of “resume” - the lecturer offers students to reproduce the lecturer's words in abbreviated form at the end of the lecture. A compressed generalized material-lecture is convenient to use when discussing any problems.

Control questions are considered effective in checking the mastery of lecture material. Students are asked questions to which they must give unambiguous answers, i.e. date, name, surname, etc. Switching from one type of activity to another activates attention,
and also relieves the tension created during the work.

Reception “memory failure” is a pre-planned forgetting by the teacher of enough obvious facts for the audience: formula, last name, term and etc. with a request to help him to recall.

Laboratory or practical training - the activity of students is achieved by independently completing assignments according to a predetermined plan under the constant supervision of a teacher. In this method, students comprehend, detail, and consolidate new educational material obtained at a lecture in a generalized form.

The method of “deliberate mistake” consists in the students finding errors in the presentation of the material studied. Errors are recorded on previously prepared sheets of paper, which at the end of the lesson are handed over to the teacher for verification.

The most modern form of active methods is interactive methods (“Inter” means reciprocal, “act” means act). Interaction methods, that is, trainees are in conversation mode. Interactive learning is, first of all, interactive learning. The essence of the interactive teaching method can be explained by a Chinese parable: “Tell me - and I will forget; show me - and I will remember; let me do it, and I will understand” [4, 6].

The game method is a type of activity aimed at organizing training, as well as at the upbringing and development of personality. This method is carried out by the teacher according to a pre-planned scenario and rules through immersion in a specific situation. This method is initially motivated for success, since it involves the most active position of the students themselves.

A heuristic conversation makes it easy to find contact with students, to call out their location, and to present the studied material interestingly and vividly, thereby helping to assimilate it [5].

The method of discussion is the transition from a monological interaction to a logical one. Dialogue means communication between two persons. The teacher in the learning process creates a situation, a problem that he can solve only by involving another person (interlocutor) in this activity. Thus, communication develops in the direction of solving this situation until it is resolved. This transition contributes to the self-realization of all participants in
the dialogue. Students can express their opinions and listen to the opinions of other speakers.

Olympiads and scientific and technical conferences are an active form of learning, in the process of preparation for which students independently conduct an active search for facts on given topics.

The test is one of the methods of activating students. The test allows the teacher to diagnose student training. In this case, a large number of students are encompassed, and the assessment is minimally subjective [6, 9].

The seminar refers to active learning in the event that all students were involved as speakers or speakers.

Coursework - an independent method of scientific research. These works are practiced at the university only from the second year. The student is given a specific topic on which he explores the necessary literature and conducts independent scientific research. In the future, with the disclosure of the topic and with the coincidence of topics, this term paper can be used when writing a thesis.

Thesis (final qualification work) - independent scientific and methodological research. Under the supervision of a supervisor, graduate students complete their thesis. The student in this work systematizes and consolidates the knowledge, skills and abilities gained during the study of theoretical and practical classes, shows the level of qualification obtained.

The research work of students (NIRS) is characteristic of any higher educational institution, since it is part of the educational program. In this type of work, the student reveals his creative potential, and also demonstrates his individual abilities. With the close interaction of the student and teacher, a more in-depth study of the material occurs [7-8].

Manufacturing practice is an active student activity. When a student is assigned to any position, he bears responsibility and is forced to make decisions on his own; active training takes place.

Activation of the educational and cognitive activity of a student without the development of his cognitive interest is not possible, therefore, in the learning process, it is necessary to systematically stimulate, develop and strengthen their cognitive interest.
Cognitive activity and independence are closely related to each other, and at the same time, these two interrelated concepts complement each other. Usually, elements of student activity are already manifested in independent actions, and vice versa, the manifestation of activity directs personal independence [10].

Results

The educational process is learning, communication, as a result of which the assimilation of a specific activity occurs. The learning process is a two-way process, in which both the teacher and the student participate, but the activation of the educational and cognitive activities of students primarily depends on the teacher. The educational material itself, as a rule, does not activate cognitive processes, the emotional response of students. For students to be interested in the subject, the teacher needs to be creative, as he designs, modernizes various games and techniques for activating students. The success of training, on the other hand, depends on the development of the student's cognitive abilities - attention, memory, imagination, perception, etc.

The problem of activating the educational and cognitive activities of students is relevant. To date, there is no consensus on the understanding and methods of enhancing the educational and cognitive activities of students. There are many methods for enhancing the cognitive activity of students. Their number is equivalent to the number of people occupied with this problem.
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